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Higher education is a highly rated sector
Significant governmental support, healthy balance sheets and strong student demand underpin
credit quality
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Long-term rating relationship with regular
monitoring
Annual review of
financial and
market
information

Environmental
and event driven
reviews

Daily monitoring
of news sources

Moody’s
rating

Quantitative
analysis and
comparative
assessments

Regular
discussion with
senior
management
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Ratings reflect multiple levels of analysis

Macroeconomic conditions

Industry specific factors

Institution specific
analysis

University position relative
to peers

Macroeconomic conditions
impact areas such as demand for
specific programs, student’s
ability to pay, labor costs, etc.

Industry specific factors include
areas such as student demand
for specific types of experiences,
governmental funding and
oversight, shifting competitive
landscape.

Competitive and financial factors
unique to the specific institution.

The relative placement of the
institution compared to peers and
competitors, with rating
consistency across sectors.
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Methodology includes quantitative & qualitative factors
Scorecard is a tool but not the methodology

Scale

Important indicator of the overall depth of a college’s or university’s business and its
success in attracting students, donors and faculty, as well as its resilience to shocks

Market profile

Core aspects of a college’s or university’s market profile are its brand and strategic
positioning and operating environment

Operating performance
Financial resources & liquidity
Leverage & coverage
Financial policy

Operating performance is an important indicator of ability to repay debt from operating
revenue and invest in academic programs and facilities
Indication of ability to withstand periods of volatility. Core aspects include total cash and
investments, and total cash and investments to operating expenses
Ability to pay annual fixed costs, including debt service, while still fulfilling mission. Metrics
include total cash and investments to total adjusted debt, and annual debt service coverage
Financial strategy and the quality of information available provide important indications of
risk appetite, risk management capabilities and ability to execute strategic plans
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Certain other considerations remain important drivers of credit
quality though they may not be included in the scorecard
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Multi-year trends
Environmental, social, and governance (ESG) considerations
Marketable real estate
Regulatory considerations
Financial controls
Liquidity
Additional metrics
Event risk
Health care operations
Government and institutional support
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Financially stronger universities able to tap multiple
funding sources
»

Well-developed multiple year capital plan provides good insight
into how a university thinks about its competitive position

»

A well formulated capital plan will align with a broader strategic
plan

»

Various approaches to funding capital needs reflect
management’s assessments of near-term and longer-term risks
–

»

Not all universities benefit from the same diversity of funding
sources

Ongoing low interest environment fueling substantial debt
issuance
–

Universities benefit from diverse funding sources to fund capex needs for
academic, student housing, athletics and other facilities

Partnerships

Government
(state/federal)

Operating
cash flow

Debt

Fundraising

Reserves

Borrowing today for tomorrow’s needs

Source: Moody's Investors Service
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Operating environment in Texas is generally credit friendly
» Generally steady state operating
support
» Very good capital support relative to
most states
» Research support
» History of support for universities
confronting financial strain
In addition:
» Stronger population growth and
demographics than many states
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Global credit themes affecting higher education
Reshaped
economies
» High susceptibility to inflation and labor shortages,

since over 50% of expenses relate to compensation
» Economic shifts and changes in job market creates
new demands for credentials and programs
» Rebound in economy leads to losses of enrollment at
community colleges and regionals

New
technologies
» Online teaching and digitization of recruitment and

administration require significant investment
» Expansion of online providers will offer competition,
especially as pricing becomes more of a focus
» Cyber risk will continue to rise with greater use of
technology and the migration to cloud storage

Debt
sustainability
» Universities have taken advantage of low borrowing
costs to refinance outstanding debt at lower cost
» Colleges also locked in lower rates over the long
term to invest in strategic capital projects
» Entities that did become highly leveraged will be
more exposed to any financial market volatility

Path to
net zero
» Many universities are implementing net zero energy

systems and buildings
» Research departments are working on developing
new technologies to address decarbonization
» Sector environmental risk is not high but liable to
affect colleges in regions exposed to severe weather

Policy
shifts
» Supportive federal environment, with extra student

aid and funding for minority-focused colleges likely
» State policies and greater politicization of academic
issues are complicating operating environments
» More open immigration policies and focus on new
national strategy will bolster international enrollment

Inequality &
social risk
» Cost of student support to rise amid lower academic

preparedness and wellness issues due to COVID
» Financial aid will rise as colleges respond to growing
student need and affordability of higher education
» Falling numbers of high-school graduates will hit
enrollment and intensify competition, price pressures
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Sector outlook is currently stable, reflecting improved
revenue prospects over next 18 months
Students returned to campus in fall
2021 as vaccinations accelerate

Federal aid to states and fiscal
stimulus improves states
budgetary performance

Tuition and
auxiliary
revenues
recover in
fiscal 2022

State
appropriations
to universities
less likely
to drop

Mitigates
revenue losses
and greater
expenses for
safety protocols

Enhances
families’ ability
to pay tuition
and shores up
endowment
payouts
over time

Federal funding to universities
through 2023

Improved macroeconomic
conditions in 2nd quarter of 2021
strong financial markets
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Key
challenges
to outlook

COVID surge/s that cause
ongoing material
disruption

Less favorable
macroeconomic
conditions

Federal policy changes

Value proposition and
affordability concerns
pressure tuition

Consumer preferences for
new teaching modalities
and structures

Outlook
challenges

Volatility
in financial
markets

Recovery of revenues
insufficient to offset
expenditure growth
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Questions
and answers
Higher Education
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